Poker
Room

Daily Tournament Schedule
MON
TUE
WED
THU
FRI
SAT
SUN
1. Live play special: Play “live” poker prior to the start of a tournament, and receive an additional 500
in starting chips for each hour played. “Live” play special periods are from 7:00am - 12 noon, and 		
2:00pm - 7:00pm. Bonus chips earned from 7:00am - 12:00pm must be used for that same day’s		
12:05 pm tournament, and those earned from 2:00pm - 7:00pm must be used for that same night’s 		
7:05 pm tournament. Must have a Bconnected player rewards card, and be logged in while playing in order
to participate in this special. Note: Friday and Saturday’s 7:05 pm tournaments are not included in the live
play special.
2. add-on: A single add-on is available in certain tournaments, and may be taken anytime from the start
of the tournament through the end of the fourth level. Players will receive an additional $5,000 in chips 		
when purchasing the add-on.						
3. re-entries: Are allowed through the end of the first break. Those wishing to re-enter will be placed back
into the tournament promptly, as long as seats are available. If an alternate list exists, those wishing to 		
re-enter will be placed at the bottom of the alternate list. Note: only one (1) re-entry is allowed through the
end of the first break for the $125 NL tournament on Thursday at 12:05 pm.
4. bounties: Select tournaments offer a cash prize (bounty) to players when they eliminate another player
from the tournament.
20 minute levels for the $50 and $80 tournaments.
30 minute levels for the $100 and $125 tournaments.
Above structures apply to all tournaments with the exception of
Thursday @ 12:05 pm - see tournament podium for structure
Management reserves the right to cancel or modify this schedule at its sole discretion, and without prior notice.
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